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Abstract. In legal reasoning, different assumptions are often considered
when reaching a final verdict and judgement outcomes strictly depend on
these assumptions. In this paper, we propose an approach for generating
a declarative model of judgements from past legal cases, that expresses a
legal reasoning structure in terms of principle rules and exceptions. Using
a logic-based reasoning technique, we are able to identify from given
past cases different underlying defaults (legal assumptions) and compute
judgements that (i) cover all possible cases (including past cases) within a
given set of relevant factors, and (ii) can make deterministic predictions
on final verdicts for unseen cases. The extracted declarative model of
judgements can then be used to make automated inference of future
judgements, and generate explanations of legal decisions.
1 Introduction
In legal reasoning, especially in continental laws, we use written rules to make
a judgement in litigation. In these written rules, principle rules and exceptions
are mentioned. It is related to proof of persuasion where conditions of principle
rules must be proved by the side who claims holding the conclusion of principle
rules, whereas exceptions must be proved by the side who denies the conclusion.
Moreover, some rules are refined by the highest court in a country (the supreme
court in Japan, for example) by adding some exceptions if the current principle
rules or exceptions do not capture the conclusion of the current litigation.
In this paper, we consider the problem of generating a set of case-rules from
previous cases judged by the court. Suppose that the following cases are found
in the conclusion of “depriving the other party of what he (or she) is entitled to
expect under the contract” in commercial litigation.
Case 1: The plaintiff (the buyer) showed that the goods were delivered on time
but he failed to prove that there was a damage of goods. In this case, the
judge decided that the seller did not deprive the buyer of what he expects.
Case 2: The plaintiff showed that the goods were delivered on time but the
goods were damaged. Then, the defendant failed to prove that the damage
could be repaired. In this case, the judge decided that the buyer was deprived
of what he expects.
Case 3: The plaintiff showed that the goods were delivered on time but the
goods were damaged. Then, the defendant showed that the damage could
be repaired and the buyer fixed an additional period of time for repair and
the repair was completed in the additional period. In this case, the judge
decided that the seller did not deprive the buyer of what he expects.
Case 4: The plaintiff showed that the goods were not delivered on time. Then,
the defendant showed that the buyer fixed an additional period of time for
the delivery but failed to prove that the goods were delivered in the period. In
this case, the judge decided that the buyer was deprived of what he expects.
Case 5: The plaintiff showed that the goods were not delivered on time. Then,
the defendant (the seller) showed that the buyer fixed an additional period
of time and the goods were delivered in the period. In this case, the judge
decided that the seller did not deprive the buyer of what he expects.
We would like to decide whether the following case satisfies the conclusion “de-
priving the other party of what he is entitled to expect under the contract”:
New Case: The plaintiff showed that the goods were delivered on time
but were damaged. The defendant showed that it could be repaired and
showed that the buyer fixed an additional period of time for repair, but
failed to prove that the repair was not completed in the additional period.
We can formalise all the factors mentioned in cases 1-5 as described below.
dot The goods are delivered on time
fad The buyer fixes an additional period for delivering the goods
dia The goods are delivered in the above additional period
ooo The goods are damaged
rpl The goods are repairable
far The buyer fixes an additional period for repair
ria The goods are repaired in the above additional period
Past cases can then be expressed as pairs where the first argument denotes the
factors mentioned in the case and the second argument the positive (+dwe) or
negative (−dwe) conclusion “depriving the other party of what he is entitled to
expect under the contract”. We would like to predict what the conclusion would
be for the new case, given the past cases:
Case 1 〈{dot},−dwe〉 Case 4 〈{¬dot, fad},+dwe〉
Case 2 〈{dot, ooo},+dwe〉 Case 5 〈{¬dot, fad, dia},−dwe〉
Case 3 〈{dot, ooo, rpl, far, ria},−dwe〉
New Case 〈{dot, ooo, rpl, far},??〉
To make a judgement for a new case, the history of judgement revisions in
past cases needs to be taken into account. In our example let us assume that if
no factor is proved, the conclusion dwe will not be approved by judges (−dwe is
a conclusion in an empty case - a case with an empty set of factors). Then, Case
1 has the same conclusion as the initial empty case, so the factor dot is irrelevant
to the judges. Then for Case 2 the conclusion is reversed (judgement is revised).
We conclude that a combination of dot and ooo does affect the conclusion and
therefore we understand that the simultaneous existence of dot and ooo is an
exceptional situation. Then for Case 3 the conclusion is reversed again into the
original judgement. Then, we could say that the combination of rpl, far, ria is an
exception to the exceptional situation in which dot and ooo exist. For Case 4, the
conclusion differs from the initial empty case so the combination of ¬dot and fad
represents an exceptional situation. Lastly for Case 5 the conclusion is reversed
again into the original judgement. Therefore, dia constitutes an exception for
exceptional situation in which ¬dot and fad exist.
Finally, for the new case, given the factors {dot, ooo, rpl, far}, we should
conclude +dwe, since dot and ooo hold in this case (and Case 2 was considered
to be an exceptional situation with these factors), and it cannot be considered
to be an exception for this exception since the only such exception known is the
combination of rpl, far, ria, and in the new case ria does not hold.
In this paper, we aim to formalise the above reasoning and extract a set of
rules that capture the past judgements and allow prediction of judgements for
new cases. We view the cases and their judgements as outcomes of reasoning
using an argumentation model [3], where the factors are arguments presented
to the judge and the judgement is the conclusion after applying the attacks be-
tween the factors. Hence, attacks can be inferred from past cases that share some
common factors but have opposing judgements, and consequently arguments are
inferred from the factors that are uncommon between the two cases. Then, the
purpose of relevant attacks is to identify only the necessary factors that affect the
judgement of a new case. Consider the above cases. Case 1 does not contain any
relevant information for deciding the outcome of future cases. Similarly, suppose
Case 6 exists where the buyer was deprived of what he expects as the goods are
delivered on time, but are damaged and repairable 〈{dot, ooo, rpl},+dwe〉. This
Case 6 will also be deemed irrelevant, due to the existence of Case 2 which tells
us that {dot, ooo} are already sufficient for overturning the judgement. Thus, by
extracting information about the relevant attacks and their arguments we can
define rules reflecting the reasoning applied by the judge. A meta-level represen-
tation of these rules is generated using the ASP solver Clingo [4].
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we provide the formal defi-
nition of our computational model, introduce the notions of relevant attack and
prediction of judgement. In Section 3 we show how the approach is implemented
in Answer Set Programming (ASP) and illustrate its execution through the legal
reasoning example described above. Section 4 shows the correctness of the im-
plementation and its scalability is evaluated in Section 5. In Section 6 we discuss
related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 Formalisation
In this section we give the formal definition of our computational model. We
first define the formal representation of past cases and related judgements. Using
this representation, we define the concepts of relevant attack and prediction of
judgements, and formalise the type of legal rules our approach is able to compute.
Definition 1 (Casebase). Let F be a set of elements called factors. A case is
a subset of F . A case with judgement is a pair cj = 〈c, j〉, where c is a case
and j ∈ {+,−}. The set c is also referred to as the set of factors included in a
case with judgement. Given a case with judgement cj, case(cj) denotes the set
of factors included in cj and judgement(cj)=j denotes the judgement decision
taken in the case. A casebase, denoted with CB, is a set of cases with judgements,
namely a subset of P(F )× {+,−}, where P(F ) is the powerset of F .
Given a casebase CB we impose the restriction that for every cj1, cj2 ∈ CB,
if case(cj1) = case(cj2) then judgement(cj1) = judgement(cj2). This avoids in-
consistent casebases. We also assume that all casebases contain an element 〈∅, j0〉
representing the empty case and default judgement, the assumed judgement in
the absence of any factor, of the casebase.
Definition 2 (Raw Attack). Let CB be a casebase. The raw attack relation
is a set RA ⊆ CB × CB defined as the set of all pairs 〈cj1, cj2〉 such that
〈cj1, cj2〉 ∈ RA if and only if case(cj1) ⊃ case(cj2) and judgement(cj1) 6=
judgement(cj2). For every pair 〈cj1, cj2〉 ∈ RA, we say cj1 raw attacks cj2 and
we write cj1 →r cj2.
Example 1. Let us consider the set of factors F given by {a, b, c, d, e, f} and a
casebase CB given by the following named cases with judgements:{
c0 : 〈{},−〉 c1 : 〈{a},+〉 c2 : 〈{c},+〉
c3 : 〈{a, b},−〉 c4 : 〈{a, b, c},+〉 c5 : 〈{a, b, c, d},−〉
}
Then, the raw attack relation over CB is given by the following set:
{c1→r c0, c2→r c0, c4→r c0, c3→r c1, c5→r c1, c5→r c2, c4→r c3, c5→r c4}.
Definition 3 (Relevant Attack). Let CB be a casebase. The relevant attack
relation AT ⊆ RA is the set of pairs 〈cj1, cj2〉 ∈ RA such that:
(i) 〈cj1, cj2〉 ∈ AT if case(cj2) = ∅ and there is no cj3 →r cj2 in RA such that
case(cj1) ⊃ case(cj3)
(ii) 〈cj1, cj2〉 ∈ AT if there exists 〈cj2, cj4〉 ∈ AT and there is no cj5 →r cj2 in
RA such that case(cj1) ⊃ case(cj5)
(iii) nothing else is in AT .
Each element 〈cj1, cj2〉 ∈ AT is denoted cj1 → cj2.
A relevant attack cj1 → cj2 is between a case cj1 that overturns the judge-
ment of another case cj2, with case(cj1) ⊃ case(cj2), and such that either
judgement(cj2) = j0 or cj2 itself is an attacker in another relevant attack;
and there isn’t another smaller attack against cj2. Both scenarios imply that
case(cj1) contains the relevant factors for overturning the judgement of cj2. In
summary, for a case to be relevant it must either be the default case, or it must
be involved in a relevant attack against other relevant cases.
It can be observed from Definitions 2 and 3 that each casebase will have a
unique set of raw attacks, and consequently a unique set of relevant attacks.
Example 2. Let us consider the set RA of raw attacks defined in Example 1,
The set of relevant attacks is given by the following subset:
{c1→ c0, c2→ c0, c3→ c1, c4→ c3, c5→ c4, c5→ c2}.
We can see that not all raw attacks are relevant attacks. Consider for instance
the pair 〈c5, c1〉. This is a raw attack but it is not a relevant attack as there exists
a raw attack c3 →r c1 where case(c3) ⊂ case(c5). For each relevant attack the
set of factors, called argument, responsible for overturning the judgement can be
deduced by comparing the factors in the two cases.
Definition 4 (Argument). Let CB be a casebase and let AT be the set of
relevant attack relation with respect to CB. For each pair 〈cj1, cj2〉 ∈ AT , the
set of factors α(cj1, cj2), representing the attack from cj1 to cj2, is given by
α(cj1, cj2) = case(cj1)− case(cj2).
When predicting the judgement of a new case, we consider past cases similar
to it. Within the set of similar past cases, only some will be active with respect
to the new case, meaning their ruling has not been overturned by other cases in
the set. Furthermore, those that are overturned cannot themselves overturn the
judgement of other cases. This is similar to the concept of alive and dead node
in [13]. We define active case with judgement as follows.
Definition 5 (Active Case with Judgement). Let CB be a casebase, AT be
its corresponding set of relevant attacks, and c be a case. A case with judgement
cj ∈ CB is active with respect to c if and only if case(cj) ⊆ c, and for all
〈cjn, cj〉 ∈ AT , either case(cjn) * c or cjn is not active with respect to c.
We can infer the judgement of future cases from past cases’ relevant attacks.
Definition 6 (Predicted judgement). Let CB be a casebase, AT be the set
of relevant attacks with respect to CB, and c be an unseen case (for all cj ∈ CB,
case(cj) 6= c). The unique predicted judgement of c, denoted with pj(c), is equal
to the default judgement j0 if and only if 〈∅, j0〉 is active with respect to c.
The aim of this work is to generate a judgement theory T from a given
casebase CB and default judgement j0 such that, given a new case c it is possible
to predict the judgement of c.
3 Generating Case-rules by ASP
In this section we describe how we can reason about past cases to generate the
case-rules, namely legal reasoning structures expressed in terms of principle rules
and exceptions. This is done by using Answer Set Programming (ASP) and the
Clingo 3 ASP solver [4]. We begin by describing how relevant attacks can be
inferred from examples of past cases with judgements. Using this we describe
how case-rules can be generated in the form of a meta-level representation.
Our ASP computational framework uses a meta-level representation of the
casebase and the judgement theory. Its reasoning process can be divided into
three main steps: (i) extraction of relevant attacks from the given casebase; (ii)
inference of the factors in the arguments of each relevant attack; iii) generation
of the judgement theory using the arguments. These steps are shown in Figure
1, whose labelled programs are explained further in this section.
Fig. 1. Work flow for generating case-rules by ASP
3.1 Extracting Relevant Attacks from a Casebase
Each casebase can be seen as a definite clause.
Definition 7 (Rule representation of a case with judgement). Let CB
be a casebase. Each cj ∈ CB can be expressed as a definite clause r(cj):
judgement(cj)← f1 ∧ . . . ∧ fn.
where fi ∈ case(cj), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We refer to such a clause as a rule.
Inferring relevant attacks and arguments means reasoning about the struc-
ture of the set of rules that express a given casebase. The meta-level representa-
tion of our cases with judgement describes the syntactic structure of each case
in terms of the literals (i.e. factors) that appear in each case.
Definition 8 (Casebase meta-level representation). Let CB be a casebase.
Its meta-level representation, meta(CB), is defined as:
meta(CB) =
⋃
cj∈CB
µ(r(cj)) ∪ τ(CB) ∪ δ(CB)
τ(CB) = {factor(fi)|fi ∈ F}, δ(CB) is the meta-information about the default
case, δ(CB) = {default id(id(r(cj0))), default head(judgement(cj0))}, and
the function µ is defined as follows:
µ(r(cj)) =

cb id(id(r(cj))).
is rule(id(r(cj)), judgement(cj)).
in rule(id(r(cj)), judgement(cj), fi). for each fi ∈ case(cj)
This meta-level representation can be used to express the notion of raw at-
tack (→r) given in Definition 2. The second and third rules below capture the
condition case(cj1) ⊃ case(cj2), where ID1 and ID2 are the IDs of cases with
judgement cj1 and cj2 respectively; the condition H1 6= H2 in the first rule below
captures the condition judgement(cj1) 6= judgement(cj2).
Πraw =

raw attack(ID1, ID2) : −factor subset(ID2, ID1), is rule(ID1, H1),
is rule(ID2, H2), H1 6= H2.
factor subset(ID1, ID2) : −cb id(ID1), cb id(ID2),
not not factor subset(ID1, ID2).
not factor subset(ID1, ID2) : −cb id(ID1), cb id(ID2), factor(B),
in rule(ID1, H1, B), is rule(ID2, H2), not in rule(ID2, H2, B).
The computation of the relevant attack relation (called attack in the program)
uses ASP’s choice operator (see first rule below) to select from the inferred raw
attacks those relations that satisfy constraints (i) and (ii) given in Definition 3.
They are captured by the second and third rules given below.
Πrev1 =

0 {attack(ID1, ID2)} 1 : −raw attack(ID1, ID2).
: −attack(ID1, ID2), not attackee(ID2).
: −attack(ID1, ID2), raw attack(ID3, ID2), factor subset(ID3, ID1).
attackee(ID) : −default id(ID).
attackee(ID2) : −attack(ID2, ID4).
To generate all relevant attacks in a given casebase, we use the following Clingo
optimisation expression, which guarantees the maximum number of instances of
the attack relation to be computed in a given solution.
Πrev2 = {#maximise{attack(ID1, ID2)}.}
Let Πrev = Πrev1 ∪ Πrev2 , and let ΠCB = meta(CB) ∪ Πraw ∪ Πrev. The
answer set of meta(CB) ∪ Πraw gives the subfactors and raw attacks between
cases in the casebase. This is then used by Πrev to generate all the relevant
attacks AT . Thus the answer set of ΠCB contains the meta-level representation
of the casebase, subfactors, raw attacks, relevant attacks and attackees.
3.2 Generating Meta-level Information of Case-rules
Using inferred relevant attacks and the meta-level representation of given cases,
we can compute the set of arguments AR of the relevant attacks:
Πarg =
{
argument(ID1, ID2, Arg) : −attack(ID1, ID2), in rule(ID1, H1, Arg),
is rule(ID2, H2), not in rule(ID2, H2, Arg).
In order to predict the judgement of unseen cases, our judgement theory
reflects the underlying reasoning applied throughout the past judged cases. The
legal reasoning structure is normally composed of exceptions to a given default
assumption (e.g. default judgement) and exceptions to exceptions.
Definition 9. Given a casebase CB and its relevant attacks AT , the judgement
theory T is the set of rules such that given a new case c, T derives the default
judgement j0 if and only if pj(c) = j0. Let ab(cji → cjj) be the reified atom of
cji → cjj in AT . The following rules are in the judgement theory:
– For empty case with judgement cj0, and cj1 → cj0, . . . , cjn → cj0 ∈ AT
judgement(cj0)← not ab(cj1 → cj0), . . . , not ab(cjn → cj0).
– For f1, . . . , fm ∈ α(cjx, cjy), and cjx+1 → cjx, . . . , cjx+k → cjx ∈ AT
ab(cjx, cjy)← f1, . . . , fm, not ab(cjx+1 → cjx), . . . , not ab(cjx+k → cjx).
Our computational approach abduces the above judgement theory in terms of
its equivalent meta-level representation µ(T ). The judgement theory itself is
acquired by applying the inverse transformation µ−1/1. For example, µ−1 applied
to the set of instances {is rule(id, h). in rule(id, h, b1). . . . in rule(id, h, bn).}
gives the rule h← b1, . . . , bn.
To generate a legal reasoning structure each relevant attack inferred from the
past cases has to be linked to a unique abnormality name. This Skolemisation
is captured using the ASP choice rule given below, which associates the attack
identifier AID of a given attack a(ID1, ID2) with an abnormality name Ab. An
integrity constraint guarantees that attack identifiers are unique.
Πgen1 =

1 {id attack link(AID, a(ID1, ID2)) : abnormal(AID, Ab)} 1
: −attack(ID1, ID2).
: −id attack link(AID1, At), id attack link(AID2, At), AID1 6= AID2.
: −id attack link(AID, At1), id attack link(AID, At2), At1 6= At2.
Abnormality names are defined by the basic types abnormal and negated abnormal
as illustrated below:
Πgen2 =

gen id(r0).
gen id(ri). abnormal(ri, abi). negated abnormal(ri, not abi).
For 1 ≤ i ≤ n,where n is the number of relevant attacks
Once appropriate links between relevant attacks and abnormal identifiers are
obtained through the choice rule given above, the meta-level representation of
the rules defining these abnormalities can be inferred using the following two
sets of rules. The first rule expresses the fact that the default judgement is the
judgement of an empty factor set, thus it can only be applied on future cases if
all attacks against cannot be proved to hold. The second rule captures the meta-
level representation of an principle rule of the form j0 ← not ab1, . . . , not abm,
defining the absence of exceptions to the default judgement.
Πgen3 =

is rule(r0, Def) : −default head(Def).
in rule(r0, Def, NAb) : −default head(Def), default id(ID2),
id attack link(AID, a(ID1, ID2)), negated abnormal(AID, NAb).
For each abduced link between relevant attack and abnormality names, the fol-
lowing set of rules allows the inference of the meta-level representation of rules
of the form abi ← fi1, . . . , fiki , not abmi1, . . . , not abp and abq ← fq1, . . . , fqkq .
Πgen4 =

is rule(AID, Ab) : −id attack link(AID, At), abnormal(AID, Ab).
in rule(AID, H, Arg) : −is rule(AID, H), argument(ID1, ID2, Arg).
id attack link(AID, a(ID1, ID2)),
in rule(AID1, H, NAb) : −is rule(AID1, H), negated abnormal(AID2, NAb),
id attack link(AID1, a(ID2, ID1)), id attack link(AID2, a(ID3, ID2)).
The first two rules allow the inference of the definition of predicate head ab-
normality name Ab that corresponds to the correct linked attack, for which the
appropriate factors involved in the argument of this attack are inferred to be
conditions in the body of such abnormality rule. The third rule captures the ab-
normality identifiers of subsequent attacks that invalidate the current exception.
Let Πgen = Πgen1 ∪ Πgen2 ∪ Πgen3 ∪ Πgen4 , and let ΠJT = Πgen ∪ AR ∪
{default head(judgement(cj0)), default id(id(r(cj0)))}. The answer set of the
program ΠJT projected over is rule/2 and in rule/2 corresponds to the meta-
level representation of the judgement theory µ(T ).
3.3 Application to Legal Reasoning Example
We show the result of our approach applied to the past cases with judgements
described in Section 13. The following meta-level representation of the judgement
theory is generated from Πgen:
is rule(r0,neg dwe). in rule(r4,ab0,not ab2). in rule(r2,ab2,rpl).
in rule(r0,neg dwe,not ab0). is rule(r5,ab1). in rule(r2,ab2,far).
in rule(r0,neg dwe,not ab1). in rule(r5,ab1,neg dot). in rule(r2,ab2,ria).
is rule(r4,ab0). in rule(r5,ab1,fad). is rule(r3,ab3).
in rule(r4,ab0,dot). in rule(r5,ab1,not ab3). in rule(r3,ab3,dia).
in rule(r4,ab0,ooo). is rule(r2,ab2).
This corresponds to the program:
neg dwe :- not ab0, not ab1. ab2 :- far, ria, rpl.
ab0 :- dot, ooo, not ab2. ab3 :- dia. ab1 :- fad, neg dot, not ab3.
4 Correctness of the Generated Program
We prove the correctness of the program through two propositions. Proposi-
tion 1 ensures that all relevant attacks of the given casebase are computed,
3 The full example with each ASP program’s output and proofs for the lemmas can
be found at www.doc.ic.ac.uk/∼da407/lpnmr2015/supplementary.pdf
while Proposition 2 ensures the correct predicted judgement is computed. The
proof of Proposition 1 is divided into four steps3. In Lemma 1, we establish
the properties of an answer set of ΠCB . Lemma 2 shows that the union of two
answer sets of ΠCB is also an answer set of ΠCB . In Lemma 3, we show that
ans(CB,AT ) ∈ AS(ΠCB), where AS(P ) is the set of answer sets of a given
program P , and ans(CB,AT ) is defined below.
Definition 10. Given a casebase CB with relevant attacks AT , ans(CB,AT ) is
the program S∪Q∪{attackee(id(r(cj0)))}, where {S} = AS(meta(CB)∪Πraw)
and Q = {attack(id(r(cji)), id(r(cjj))), attackee(id(r(cjj))) | 〈cji, cjj〉 ∈ AT}.
These lemmas are used to show that ans(CB,AT ) is the unique optimal answer
set of ΠCB .
Lemma 1. Let S be the unique answer set of meta(CB) ∪Πraw and let pip(A)
denote the projection of A over p. A set A ∈ AS(ΠCB) iff:
i piattack(A) ⊆ piraw attack(A)
ii For all cj1 and cj2, if attack(id(r(cj1)), id(r(cj2))) ∈ A then
attackee(id(r(cj2))) ∈ A
iii For all cj1 and cj2, if attack(id(r(cj1)), id(r(cj2))) ∈ A then there does not
exists cj3 such that raw attack(id(r(cj3)), id(r(cj2))) ∈ A and
factor subset(id(r(cj3)), id(r(cj1))) ∈ A)
iv For all cj, attackee(id(r(cj))∈A if and only if default id(id(r(cj3)) is true
or attack(id(r(cj)), id(r(cjx)))∈A
v Let L be the language of meta(CB)∪Πraw, then for all s, s ∈ piL(A) if and
only if s ∈ S
Lemma 2. Given two answer sets A1, A2 ∈ AS(ΠCB), then A1∪A2 ∈ AS(ΠCB).
Lemma 3. Given a casebase CB, its raw attacks RA, and its relevant attack
AT , ans(CB,AT ) ∈ AS(ΠCB).
Proposition 1. Given a casebase CB with relevant attacks AT , ans(CB,AT )
is the unique optimal answer set of ΠCB.
Proof. By Lemma 3, ans(CB,AT ) ∈ AS(ΠCB). Assume, by contradiction, that
there exists A′opt ∈ AS(ΠCB) such that A′opt 6= ans(CB,AT ) and A′opt is more or
equally optimal to ans(CB,AT ). As both A′opt and ans(CB,AT ) satisfy (v) and
attackee/1 is defined using attack/2 then there must be an attack instance in
A′opt which is not in ans(CB,AT ). Let D = A
′
opt \ ans(CB,AT ). By Lemma 2
A′opt ∪ ans(CB,AT ) must also be an answer set of ΠCB , furthermore A′opt ∪
ans(CB,AT ) = D ∪ ans(CB,AT ). Let d be an attack/2 instance such that
attack(id1, id2) ∈ D and for all id3 such that attack(id2, id3) /∈ D. Let A′ =
{d} ∪ {attackee(id1)} ∪ ans(CB,AT ). A′ satisfies (i), (iii), and (v) as they are
also satisfied byD∪ans(CB,AT ). As d ∈ A′opt then either default(id2) ∈ A′opt or
attack(id2, id3) ∈ A′opt. In the first case default(id2) ∈ ans(CB,AT∪{d}) and in
the second since attack(id2, id3) ∈ A′opt but attack(id2, id3) /∈ D it must be the
case that attack(id2, id3) ∈ A′opt∩ans(CB,AT ) and hence attack(id2, id3) ∈ A′.
So in both cases A′ satisfies (ii). Lastly since ans(CB,AT ) satisfies (iv), so would
A′. This shows that A′ is also an answer set of ΠCB . However, let 〈cj1, cj2〉 be
the relevant attack corresponding to d, then by (ii), (iii) and (iv) and Definition 3
then 〈cj1, cj2〉 ∈ AT must be true and so d ∈ ans(CB,AT ). Contradiction as
d ∈ A′opt \ans(CB,AT ). Thus ans(CB,AT ) is the unique optimal answer set of
ΠCB . uunionsq
We assume that ΠJT will generate the correct judgement theory as described
by Definition 9. The proof of Proposition 2 is divided into two parts. Lemma 6
shows that the judgement theory can be partitioned into one part Tc responsible,
and another Tex irrelevant for the derivation of j0. We then show that Tc derives
the j0 if and only if it is the predicted judgement.
Lemma 4. Given a casebase CB and associated judgement theory T . Then for
A ∈ AS(ΠJT ), piin rule,is rule(A) = µ(T ).
For rule r ∈ T , let head(r) be its head literal, body(r) be the set of its body
literals, fs(r) be the set of factors in its body literal, and def be a rule where
head(def) = j0. The following property can be derived from Definition 9.
Lemma 5. Given a casebase CB with associated judgement theory T , let c be
a new case, given as a set of factors. From Definition 9 for all abnormality
rules ab in T there exists a sequence of rules not head(ab) ∈ body(abx1), . . . ,
not head(abxn) ∈ body(def) in T , where n ≥ 0. The union of all its factors
corresponds to a cj ∈ CB, and cj → cjy for some cjy ∈ CB. Abnormalities with
a sequence such that case(cj) ⊆ c is denoted by seq(ab).
Lemma 6. Given a casebase CB with associated judgement theory T , and a
new case c. Let Tc = {def} ∪ {ab|ab ∈ T, seq(ab)}, and Tex = T \ Tc. Then T
derives j0 iff Tc derives j0
Proposition 2. Given a casebase CB with associated judgement theory T , a
new case c, let and {AT } = AS(T ∪ c). Then j0 ∈ AT if and only if pj(c) = j0.
Proof. Let Ac be the answer set of Tc, and let CBc be the set of cj ∈ CB such
that case(cj) ⊆ c, and judgement(cj) = j0 or cj → cjy for some cjy ∈ CB. By
Lemma 6 we can reduce the problem to j0 ∈ Ac if and only if pj(c) = j0. This
can be shown inductively for each r ∈ Tc:
– Base case: r corresponding to cj ∈ CBc with largest case is satisfiable.
There does not exist cj′ ∈ CBpj where case(cj) ⊂ case(cj′), thus cj must
be active. All f ∈ fs(ab) must be in c, and all not ab ∈ body(r) hold as they
must be in Tex. Thus head(r) ∈ Ac.
– Inductive hypothesis: Let r has corresponding cj ∈ CBc. For all r′
corresponding to cj′ ∈ CBc such that case(cj) ⊂ case(cj′), r′ is satisfiable
if and only if cj′ is an active case with respect to c.
– Inductive step: r corresponding to cj ∈ CBc with case that is not the
largest in CBc. All f ∈ fs(r) are in c, and for each not ab ∈ body(r), ab
corresponds to cj′ ∈ CB such that case(cj) ⊂ case(cj′). By the inductive
hypothesis each ab is satisfiable iff cj′ is active for c. So by Definition 5, cj
is active if and only if all not ab are satisfiable. Thus, head(r) ∈ Ac if and
only if cj is active with respect to c.
5 Evaluation
To test the performance of the approach we have applied it to randomly gen-
erated (consistent) casebases where the number of cases ranges from 20 to 100,
and the number of factors ranges from 10 to 25. The time taken to generate
the meta-level representation of the judgement theory for each casebase is pre-
sented in Figure 2. To mitigate the grounding problem, the ASP program is
split into two parts with the first program ΠCB ∪Πarg used for generating the
relevant attacks and arguments (Figure 2 (a)), which are then added as facts
to the second program Πgen to generate the judgement theory (Figure 2 (b)).
Both Figures 2 (a) and (b) show that the computational time increases with the
number of cases, while the change in the number of factors is less important. It
can be seen that the times in Figure 2 (a) are not significant when compared
with those in Figure 2 (b). The reason for the much larger times in Figure 2 (b)
is due to the use of Skolemisation in Πgen
4. However, the computational time
of Π could be greatly decreased by using an external process to perform the
Skolemisation, which would allows the generation of the judgement theory for
casebases with greater than 100 cases.
Fig. 2. Computational time for (a) ΠCB ∪ Πarg to output Aatk,arg; (b) Πgen ∪
piattack,argument,default id,default head(Aatk,arg) applied to randomly generated CB
6 Related Work
In this work we have shown how meta-level reasoning can be used for extract-
ing information from past legal cases for generating case rules for deciding the
judgement of future cases. We have used notions of argumentation and ASP for
computation, and while there have been many recent works [14] in representing
argumentation framework and computing argumentation extensions using ASP,
we are concerned with the extraction of information about the arguments and
attacks from examples rather than computing extensions of a given framework.
Similar to legislators using past legal cases for creating or revising legislations,
past work in legal reasoning has explored how formal reasoning can be applied
for reasoning from past cases [9, 10], or [11] where a boolean function is used for
casebase classification and reasoning. The system HYPO [1] also analyses factors
in the form of dimensions, where a dimension is a structure containing a factor
and the party it favours, to suggest the arguments and counter examples that
4 While we were able to compute the relevant attacks and arguments for casebase with
greater than 100 cases, we were unable to generate the judgement theory from them
using Πgen.
plaintiff and defendant may use to further their objectives. It sorts case relevance
using a claim lattice, a directed acyclic graph of dimensions and cases relevant
to the set of dimensions. This differs from our approach where we sort cases
using the relevant attacks, arranging them according to their ability to overturn
judgements of other cases. Additionally, [8] shows how meta-level representation
can be used for legal reasoning, however this concerns the representation and
interpretation of the rules, and not the generation of rules.
The legal reasoning system PROLEG is used to represent rules and excep-
tions [12]. In fact, there is a correspondence between the representation used in
PROLEG and the rules that we generate. PROLEG rules do not use negation as
failure explicitly; exceptions are expressed by the form exception(H,E) where
H and E are atoms. The generated rule C: −B1, . . . , Bn, not E1, . . . , not Em,
where n ≥ 0, m ≥ 0, is represented in PROLEG as
C ⇐ B1, . . . , Bn. exception(C,E1). . . . exception(C,Em).
For instance, the judgement theory we generated in in Section 3.3 can be trans-
lated into the following PROLEG program.
neg dwe<=. ab0 <= dot, ooo. ab1 <= fad,neg dot.
exception(neg dwe, ab0). exception(ab0, ab2). exception(ab1, ab3).
exception(neg dwe, ab1). ab2 <= far, ria, rpl. ab3 <= dia.
Therefore, our approach can also be regarded as generating PROLEG programs.
Inductive learning has often been used for learning such rules, using multiple
learning phases to learn exceptions. For instance in [6] and [7], the learning is
split into two phases, the first phase learns the overly general rules from the
examples, and the second phase specialises the general rules using exceptions.
Our work is similar to the second phase, but with an assumed over-general rule
(default judgement) to be given from the legal specification. Other similar work
(e.g. [2]) uses prioritised logic programming to express preferences between the
default rules.
7 Conclusion
We have presented a method for reasoning and extracting information from past
cases to infer the arguments and attacks present in the decision for the judgement
of a new case. We have defined the notion of minimal attacks for identifying the
factors relevant to the judgements of cases, and describe how ASP can be used
to generate these minimal attacks as well as how these attacks can be used for
inferring rules for modelling the judgement using meta-level information. While
not shown in this paper, PROLOG could be used instead of ASP, using its list
structure to represent the rules.
For future work, it would be interesting to expand the approach to consider
dependencies between factors, by extending the meta-level representation and
enhancing the reasoning approach for handling more complex casebases. For in-
stance, in [5], a different representation of the casebase is used where information
on whether a factor favours the defendant or plaintiff. This allows for factors to
be grouped together according to side it favours, and for reasoning to be applied
on groups of like sided factors.
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